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ABSTRACT
This paper reflects upon collaborative school-based research over recent years in an ARC-funded
project which focused on curriculum leadership for effective learning and teaching. While the
research addressed certain questions about the nature of curriculum leadership and its rich
diversity of representation in a range of teaching/learning contexts, it raised others of significance
in relation to the "readiness" of significant stakeholders to engage in curriculum leadership
practice. This paper begins to explore to what extent and in what ways all stakeholders have voice
and are included in curriculum leadership practice.

The paper is informed by emerging understandings about curriculum leadership from the Research
Project mentioned above, and by insights derived from relevant literature about the empowerment
of significant stakeholders to engage in and transform curriculum leadershippractice.

Some very tentative propositions about creating space for significant stakeholders in curriculum
leadership are presented within the context of some exploratory research in a small number of
schools across a small number of cross-cultural sites.

The paper concludes with a call to define empowerment to engage in and transform curriculum
leadership practice by all stakeholders in ways which are authentic and relevant in
teaching/learning contexts. Such a call will foreshadow possible ways of responding to, and further
researching, the challenge of creating space for the voices of all stakeholders in curriculum
leadership.

JOINT OWNERSHIP OF IDEAS
This paper reports research from a project funded by the Australian Research Council and Education
Queensland in 1996 and 1997. The members of the research team included Tania Aspland, Bob
Elliott, Ian Macpherson, Adrian McInman and Christine Proudford, School of Professional Studies
and Ross Brooker, School of Human Movement Studies, Queensland University of Technology; and
Joan Jenkins, Leonie Shaw, Greg Thurlow, Christine Woods, Laurie Wheldon and Del Colvin,
Education Queensland. Lynn Burnett and Sue Powrie were involved as Research Assistants in the
second year of the project. The ideas developed in this paper were developed with the knowledge of
the research team mentioned above and facilitated by QUT's Professional Development Program for
Academic Staff. The paper forms the basis for a research grant application for a much larger
research investigation in the latter part of 1998 and during 1999. This investigation will use an
action research approach and employ a mixed methodology as a means of developing further and
authenticating a living educational theory about creating space for the voices of significant
stakeholders in curriculum leadership.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper reports upon collaborative school-based research over recent years in an Australian
Research Council-funded project which focused on curriculum leadership for effective learning and
teaching. While the research addressed certain questions about the nature of curriculum leadership
and its rich diversity of representation in a range of teaching/learning sites (namely secondary and
primary/elementary schools), it raised others of significance in relation to the "readiness" of
significant stakeholders to engage in curriculum leadership action. This paper explores to what
extent and in what ways significant stakeholders (especially teachers, students and parents) perceive
they have voice and are included in curriculum leadership action. Stakeholders, for the purposes of
this paper are defined as those people who have a concerned interest in what goes on in schools in
the name of teaching and learning.

An overview of curriculum leadership is provided; and an initial exploration of the notion of
"readiness to engage in curriculum leadership action" is undertaken as a basis for significant
stakeholders (teachers, students and parents) to have voice and inclusion in curriculum leadership.
The work is set within an action research approach which is characterised as both critical and
collaborative. The use of narratives written by, and conversations with significant stakeholders
provide lifeworld perspectives (Habermas, 1987) or windows through which generative insights and
understandings are voiced as propositions about the readiness to engage in curriculum leadership
action in schools and classrooms. The propositions seek to capture the richness and diversity across
cultural contexts and specific teaching/learning sites.

The purpose of the paper, then, is to present the tentative first steps of an
emerging living educational theory about creating space for the voices of
significant stakeholders in curriculum leadership via an exploration of their
perceptions of readiness to engage in curriculum leadership action.

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The paper is framed by a theorised position about curriculum leadership which derives from a view
that celebrates the centrality of teachers in curriculum decision-making and their role as curriculum
makers in schools and classrooms (Clandinin & Connelly, 1992; Brubaker, 1993; Henderson &
Hawthorne, 1995, Macpherson, Elliott & Aspland, 1995). This position is discussed in detail
elsewhere (for example, Macpherson, Aspland, Brooker, Elliott & Thurlow, 1996; Macpherson,
Aspland, Elliott, Proudford, Shaw & Thurlow, 1996; Elliott, Brooker, Macpherson McInman &
Thurlow, 1997). In these examples, the informing literature with its associated ideas about
curriculum and leadership is discussed at greater length.

Curriculum leadership includes any initiative that teachers in the multi-faceted contexts of
teaching/learning sites may undertake to encourage more effective learning and teaching. It is about
leading learning and seizing opportunities that appear to have the potential to enhance learning and
teaching experiences and outcomes. Our theorised position, then, proposes that curriculum
leadership involves those actions which are intimately related to the knowledge, skills and attitudes
that teachers hold about their curriculum context, which interact with their personal qualities,
resulting in actions for enhanced learning and teaching in that context. Furthermore, it recognises
that:
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people (and particularly people working together) are important in any
teaching/learning setting;
curriculum leadership is a shared phenomenon among a range of
stakeholders who make complementary contributions to the shape and
practice of curriculum leadership at any one site;
collaborative effort is desirable in promoting curriculum leadership for
effective learning and teaching;
at each teaching/learning site, curriculum leadership action is shaped by
three contextual factors (the images of curriculum held by people, the
organisational arrangements and the social relationships among people);
individual personal factors are important in mediating the contextual
elements and seizing the opportunities; and
the mix of contextual elements is unique to each teaching/learning site of
curriculum leadership action, and impacts upon the way persons
individually and collectively mediate these elements and seize opportunities
for curriculum leadership action (See Brooker, Asp land, Macpherson,
Jenkins, Woods, Elliott, Proudford & Kemmis, 1996).

This paper adds other significant stakeholders such as students and parents to the centrality of
teachers in curriculum decision-making. If curriculum leadership is a shared phenomenon at a
teaching/learning site, and if it seeks to include all stakeholders in its enactment, then it follows that
we must be interested in the socially-constructed contexts and processes which shape curriculum
leadership as a shared phenomenon at the levels of both conceptualisation and practice.
Considerations of alienation (for example, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 1996) and
calls for partnerships and collaborative efforts in education (for example, Australian Curriculum
Studies Association, 1996; Education Queensland, 1997; Education Department, Hong Kong, 1997;
Blunkett, 1997; Stokes, 1997) point to the need of finding authentic ways of listening to the voices
of these stakeholders and including them in curriculum leadership action (or practice).

There is no doubt that other significant stakeholders in the broader community, business and
industry could be identified. However, significant stakeholders in the exploratory research
investigation reported in this paper are confined to teachers, students and parents (See Bates, 1991;
Brady, 1995).

What is intriguing is to explore not so much the objective opportunities for engaging in curriculum
leadership action, nor even the way in which these are perceived subjectively and with desire to
engage by stakeholders; but the factors which contribute to the readiness of stakeholders to engage
in curriculum leadership action. A research question, then, emerges:

How does a view of curriculum leadership as a shared phenomenon contribute to
shaping stakeholders' perceptions of
1. their PLACE in curriculum leadership;
2. their READINESS to engage in curriculum leadership action; and
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3. their POTENTIAL to transform curriculum through having voice and
authentic inclusion in curriculum leadership.

The exploratory research investigation outlined in this paper has used this question to interact with
the lifeworld perspectives of selected teachers, students and parents about the empowerment of
stakeholders to engage in and transform (i.e. to have voice and authentic inclusion in) curriculum
leadership action. Authentic inclusion has to do with the actual and visibly demonstrable involvement
of stakeholders in not only providing their perceptions of what should be included in the curriculum
and how it should be experienced by learners, but also being a meaningful (or empowered) and
continuing part in the processes which make the "why", "what", "how" and "so what" decisions
associated with curriculum leadership action. The exploration of these perspectives is being informed
by literature relating to such areas as empowerment and transformation (for example, Romanish,
1991; Smith, 1993; Kemmis, 1995, Shor, 1996) teacher leadership (for example, Macpherson, Elliott
& Aspland, 1995; Rallis & Rossman, 1995; Moller and Katzenmeyer, 1996) and voice (for example,
Keedy & Drmacich, 1991; McConnell, 1991; Trotter, 1991; Etheridge & Hall, 1992; Gitlin,
Bringhurst, Burns, Coley, Myers, Price, Russell & Tiess, 1992; Mellencamp, 1992; Navarro, 1992;
Orner, 1992; Pease & Copa, 1992; Roberts & Dungan, 1993; Rosaen, 1993; Covaleskie, 1994;
Hargreaves, 1994; Liontos, 1994; Dana, 1995; Johnston & Nicholls, 1995; Hargreaves, 1996;
McIntyre, 1996; Rudduck, Chaplain and Wallace, 1996; Beresford, 1998).

A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The nature of the research question and the theoretical framework which informs it suggested that
an appropriate way of pursuing the exploratory research investigation was via an action research
approach which is both critical and collaborative (Aspland, Macpherson, Proudford & Whitmore,
1996). The approach is critical in that it operates within a socially-critical position (Kemmis, Cole
and Suggett, 1983) of curriculum leadership which values the centrality of teachers and significant
others in curriculum decision-making, along with notions of empowerment and transformation
(Smith, 1993); and collaborative because the research investigation highlights the lifeworld
perspectives of participants as both sources of and contributors to the analysis of data and as a basis
for working together in transformative action. The approach is action-oriented as it attempts to
critique (from a socially-critical perspective) past and present curriculum thinking and practice as a
basis for participants themselves to reconstruct and transform their practice. Broadly, then, the
approach provides a basis as an example of critical education research (Smith, 1993) for participants
to develop a sense of empowerment (individually and/or in collaboration with colleagues) to engage
in and advocate for critically-informed and transformed (in an ongoing sense) curriculum practice. It
became obvious that, as the exploratory research investigation proceeded, action research, in its
fullest sense, was not going to be feasible. However, there were encouraging signs that in a larger
and longer research investigation, action research would be both appropriate and possible.

Within this approach, narrative (for example, Gough, 1994; Aspland, Brooker, Macpherson,
Proudford & Kemmis, 1996; Aspland and Macpherson, 1996; Aspland, Macpherson, Elliott &
Brooker, 1997; Beattie, 1997; Fenstermacher, 1997) and conversation (for example, Applebee,
1996, Feldman, 1997) were used as a basis for interacting with and seeking to understand the
lifeworld perspectives of teachers, students and parents in terms of the three parts to the research
question as outlined above. In the exploratory work so far, it was the intention that participants
would be invited to construct a narrative from their own experience in curriculum practice at
teaching/learning sites using the three parts of the research question as a framework. Conversations
in small groups were to follow at each teaching/learning site in four cultural contexts (Brisbane
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(Australia), Hong Kong (Special Administrative Region of the Peoples Republic of China),
Cambridge (United Kingdom) and Phoenix (USA)). This intention could not always be fully realised
at each site, and the research approach had to be modified to meet local constraints and the limited
time available at each cross-cultural context.

An analytical process which seeks to be both collaborative and critical used iterative techniques (as a
form of hermeneutic circle (Schwandt, 1997)) to emphasise that the voices of teachers, students and
parents were being recorded as faithfully as possible. Where possible, up to three schools per
context were used in the exploratory research investigation. Each school in each cross-cultural
context is being considered as a case of stakeholders' perceptions about place in and readiness to
engage in curriculum leadership; as well as potential to transform curriculum. It was not possible to
focus on individual schools as cases in the UK, so the selection of schools, teachers, parents and
pupils contacted comprise the one case.

The case reports (elicited from the narratives and mostly, from the conversations) have been used as
a basis for exploring the ways in which the lifeworld perspectives are being shaped within each
cultural context and within each school context. It is the interaction of these perspectives with the
research question that has led to the propositions outlined below.

However, the paradox of research investigations which focus on cases (Simons, 1996) is being
encountered in that both the richness and diversity of perspectives and the similarities across cases
are being captured. In this respect, the research investigation outlined in this paper does not seek to
generalise; rather it seeks, with case study data from Brisbane, Hong Kong, Cambridge and Phoenix,
to be generative of ideas about creating space for the voices of significant stakeholders in curriculum
leadership at the teaching/learning sites.

The data sources in this exploratory research investigation (and in any ongoing larger investigations)
are the significant stakeholders who develop narratives and engage in subsequent small group
conversations which reflect upon, critique and seek to reconstruct stakeholders' perceptions about
curriculum leadership action within a framework provided by the three parts of the research
question. Since this exploratory research investigation aimed to generate rather than generalise ideas
about creating space for the voices of significant stakeholders in curriculum leadership, the specific
sites or groups for study do not claim to constitute a "representative" cross section of
teaching/learning sites or groups. However, the ideas being generated form a living educational
theory (Whitehead, 1989) which will continue to develop in further studies which may include larger
and more representative samples and which, in time, may lead to more generalisable findings in the
future.

The documented data from this exploratory research investigation include the written narratives
where they were completed, field notes of conversations with people participating, case summaries
(checked by the relevant participants) and broad summaries of each cross-cultural context (checked
with small groups of local higher education people). These data are briefly represented in a number
of windows a little later where they interact with the propositions. These propositions relate to the
three parts of the research question; are couched in terms which represent ideas in relevant
literature; and are used to interact with the voices of teachers, students and parents, as represented
in the case studies. The propositions seek to celebrate the richness and diversity across cultural
contexts and specific school sites and focus on:
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PLACE
1. the centrality of significant stakeholders and their complementarily in
curriculum leadership;
READINESS
2. the confidence and competence which significant stakeholders develop as a
readiness to engage in curriculum leadership action; and
POTENTIAL
3. the conceptions of potential to engage (i.& to have voice and authentic
inclusion) in curriculum leadership action.

SOME PROPOSITIONS EMERGING FROM THE TENTATIVE FIRST STEPS
The amount of data available for writing this paper was not extensive. It would appear, nevertheless,
that these preliminary data, as they interact with the research question and the literature associated
with it, are generating some interesting propositions that are worth fiirther exploration in more
extensive and detailed investigations and actions.

One difficulty with this type of research (both in the early exploratory stages and in later more
extensive and detailed stages) is to capture directly the voices of those stakeholders which the
research is claiming to represent. Schools are becoming increasingly wary of university researchers
and Principals, it seems, are playing the role of protective gatekeepers very effectively. A salutory
lesson is being re-emphasised here concerning the need for time to initiate and maintain a
collaborative working relationship with the schools used and the teachers who participate. There has
to be something in it for them, and especially in the very practical terms of day-to-day life in
classrooms. Added to all of this is another dimension the perception of those in gatekeeping roles
that students and parents might not have all that much to offer in terms of curriculum leadership!

Yet another difficulty relates to the reporting of this type of research. It would not be possible
within the limits of a paper presentation such as this one to represent the full detail of what the
voices of all stakeholders are saying. One is caught between dwelling on the detail of one voice and
relishing the account as a good literary piece (or story) at a descriptive level on the one hand, and
trying to critique what the voices are saying and informing at a theoretical and methodological level,
on the other. This paper "errs" on the side of the latter and such an approach is argued in terms of
the stated purpose of the paper which contains elements of description, reflection and theorising in
making the tentative first steps of an emerging living educational theory.

It would appear that creating space for the voices of significant stakeholders in curriculum leadership
involves the development of a sense of community at a teaching/learning site. It is within this sense
of community that all stakeholders may be supported and sustained in their efforts to engage in
curriculum leadership. When talking, then, of professional development for teachers, we should
really be talking about the development of all stakeholders and the release of their potential to
engage in curriculum leadership.

Our work in curriculum leadership provides a way of describing and understanding the unique mix of
factors operating at each teaching/learning site. Such description and understanding, in turn, provide
a way of creating space for the voices of all stakeholders within the uniqueness of specific sites and
within the broader contexts of societal trends, educational policies and systemic priorities.
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At this stage, it looks as though the following propositions are being reflected in a variety of ways in
the exploratory research investigation data; and appear to be worth further investigation and
ongoing action. We must be aware, however, that these propositions are very tentative, and the
windows into the case data are very frosted, so to speak. The propositions which follow also appear
in the next section of this paper where they interact with the lifeworld perspectives of the teachers,
parents and students who participated.

PLACE
RE AWARENESS AND DESIRE, it is proposed that:
Stakeholders are aware that curriculum leadership is a shared phenomenon
within the community of a teaching/learning site, and that an individual
stakeholder's desire to become involved is nurtured in an inclusive manner by
those who currently have the power (and are willing to share that power).
RE ACCEPTANCE AND LANGUAGE, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders (some of whom may represent dissonant voices) have a
sense of acceptance by those who currently have the power and to have access
to a language whose meaning is shared in order for reciprocal communication
to take place.
(See Dana, 1992; McConnell, 1991; Roberts and Dungan, 1993; Hargreaves,
1994 and 1996.)

READINESS
RE COMPETENCE AND CONFIDENCE, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders build on their growing sense of awareness and
acceptance and develop a sense of competence to engage in curriculum
leadership as an ongoing conversation with other stakeholders. A competence
to engage brings with it a confidence to become involved.
RE PARTICIPATION AND ESTEEM/WORTH, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders who have the opportunity to participate will develop a
sense of esteem and worth when they see that their voices are being heard and
heeded.
RE REFLECTION AND DEFENSIBLE POSITION, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders reflect upon their participation in ways that are
critically and contextually informed and educationally defensible.
(See Mellencamp, 1992; Hargreaves, 1994 and 1996; Keedy and Drmacich,
1991; and Rosaen, 1993.)

POTENTIAL
RE RECONSTRUCTION AND EMPOWERMENT, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders are supported and sustained in their participation so
that their potential to engage in curriculum leadership is realised in ways that
are reconstructive and empowering.
RE RECOGNITION AND EMPATHY, it is proposed that:
Individual stakeholders retain their individuality, but at the same time, see
themselves as part of a wider community with a common purpose. The balance
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here is manned by a sense of empathy that the most appropriate community
decision/action at any given time may not be their individual perspective.
(See Gitlin et aL 1991; Roberts and Dungan, 1993; and Covaleskie, 1994.)

Propositions like these, of course, raise more questions than they provide answers. They may not be
reflected entirely in the current reality of the four cultural contexts; but they do seem to capture the
mood of both what the relevant literature and these stakeholders would like to happen and what the
rhetoric of current policy statements is espousing.

They are not universal "laws"; but they are signposts for considering approaches and strateuies
which individual teaching/learning sites may implement within the uniqueness of their own local and
broader societal contexts. And this is where Action Research, in its fuller sense, fits in!

THE LIFEWORLD PERSPECTIVES OF TEACHERS, PARENTS AND STUDENTS
INTERACTING WITH THE PROPOSITIONS THROUGH FOUR WINDOWS

A HONG KONG WINDOW
This window is based oninteractions with people at one primary, school and one secondary school;. and with a
range of higher education people who provided general 'contextual information and checked my observations
and interpretations. Hong Kong his a very structured approach .-to the..Curriculum, and even.in.more recent
times with the introduction of the Target-oriented Curriculum, there..is'-still a heavy emphasis on outcomes as
measured by examination results. Very recent emphases on. quality Contain- reference to increasing levels of
partnership. The Sehool Management Initiative, introduced in the early -1990's. began to encourage local
responsibility for educational decision-making. The evaluation of the- Carget-oriented curriculum is now
beginning to fOcus on pedagogy at the classroom level sor there da appear to be opportunities for a greater
involvement. of people in the curriculum atthe school and classroom levels:.

PLACE
Teachers are enthusiastic and committed, very often in spite of contextual pressures, such as insufficient
resources_ and lack of adequate professional development_

The external pressures associated With examinations restrict the opportunities for school-based curriculum
development.

The expectations of parents (who are very busy earning money) are that the school will take major
responsibility to educate their children. If their expectations are not met, it would be common for them to
blame the school.

The role of the PTA is dominantly confined to fund4aising-and welfare...

Students in Years I to 3 Would find it very difficult, 'dna impossible:to contribute. Maybe.in the higher grade
there could be some opportunity.

Extra-curricular actiVities have given students the opporiunity to engage in leadership and their experience
here has carried over into the classroom in such areas as two-way communication, group discussions and
interpersonal relationships. Yet very often, students are still seen as the passive partners in the educational
process.

Talk about empowerment of teachers may brine feelings of apprehensions, if not ponic. and this can include
Principals. The talk will have to bc accompanied by activities that will support teachers in developing a sense
of empowerment.

Teachers enganement in curriculum Indershin actions focuses very much on the classroom.
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The centrality of teachers is based on a school-wide collective belief in catalysing students in that students
must learn how to learn as they need to teach themselves after leaving school and success in school means
more than good examination results. It means learninu how to live as well as how to makea living.

From these comments, it is apparent that the schools see themselves as communities, hut they recognise that
the fiictors associated with curriculum leadership are not operating in a mix which would be conducive to
actually implementing the first proposition relating to awareness .and desire. The concerns that parents are
too busy and that young students would not understand seem to work against the second proposition
concerning acceptance and language.

Signposts for Arther investigation and action include the mapPing of a teaching/learning site, using the
curriculum leadership factors. Stich mapping would help td.identift possible starting Points for ongoing work.
.4 ttitudes of those who currently have the power (i.e. teachers)POssibly need to be challenged, critiqued and
reconstracted in order .to develop a broader understaridinglorwhere other 'stakeholders may play
complementary roles inci.irriculum leadership. Il is obyloiti that- the .two sschoolS, ifmapped in detail, ivould
present unique frnixeS..of:the cUrriculum leadership factors, whick:--in;,turn, would require unique ways of
responding . The natUre- Of the broader historical and SociarContexts is also significant in mapping the.

. .

specific school contexts: .;.. s

READrNESS
Large classes, time resources and professional development .areaTeas:mhich need to be addressed in helping
teachers tO develop a senSe of empowerment to engage in retlectiVe..CUrrieulum teaderShip practice.

Curriculum is a very.Vague terin in Hong Kong often it isseen as: the externallyimposed syllabus.. At this
stage, there seems to he.no wideSpread common ground for :teaOheri,tn think aboiit and discuss curriculum in
broader "school-based": and "eurricnium leadership' terms.

Teaching is a very practical activitv, hut it is also a very value-laden activity. Teaching practice is enhanced by
the use of a value/theoretical position to reflect upon and reConStrtiet.(inan ongoing Way) practice.

Professional developMent is seen to- be the key to developing asense of CornspetenCe and confidence. The
value-laden nature of:curriculum and teaching is a 'WorthWhilefocus far Ithe:Content of professional

:

development activities: This. of Course,: istrucial in terins otrejlection and defensible position: What i.s
. .

interesting about the comments abOve is that the needs of students and parents are not: mentioned
Professional develOpment needS tO be extended to incluiskthe:idevelOPment ofalls:Stakeholders,..especially if
the proposition aboutParticipatiOn-and esteeMIWorth iSlakeiiSerlously. At:thiS Paint? parents andStudents
appear tribe sidellned,:' and while: this could...be defended' On' the gratin& of Cultziral and historicaleantext it
cannot be sustained in: the contekt. of Current pulley rhelorie:WhiCh'IS calling'. forr lOcal action:and greater
participatton.

POTENTIAL
Action.Research is a uSeful way for planning to move ahead With iiiL'11 action.

In the case of the secondary school, there was guarded optimism about a greater involvenient by all
stakeholders in curriculum leadership. There appeared to be more optimism in the.minds of students than of
teachers..

The guarded optimism that was expressed at both schools related, to a degree- of cynicism that the rhetoric of
policy is not always realised in the reality of practice; The development opportunities alluded to above will
need to address such areas as interpersonalSkills that value and recognise the distinctive inputs of the various
stakeholders, shared language, more collaborative and democratic ways of seeing school omanisation, the use
of Action Research to strike the balance of theory and practice in the ongoing critique and reconstruction of
curriculum practice4if of this relates to the proposition dealing with reconstruction and empowerment. In
terms of recognition and empathy, it is important to consider the complementary roles of the various
stakeholders and to take account that even within a stakeholder group, there may well he a variety of opinion.
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The complexity and diversity of curriculum leadership action al various sites highlights the need to portray
the uniqueness of each site and to develop ways of moving ahead that are appropriate for that site.

AN AUSTRALIAN WINDOW
The contents of this window are based on interactions with teachers, students and parents at one primary
school arid one secondary- school in Brisbane. Curriculum history in Australia in the late 70's and 80's was
one of widespread school-based curriculum development and an increased emphasis on a variety of school-
based awssment approaChes. External examinations. did not.. exert the pressure they- once did on'' the
curricuhrrialthough the increased competition for university places in the late 80's brought this pressure at
least tothe upper levels of secondary schooling. Economic rationalism brought moves to centralise curriculum
and to -exercise quality control. Attempts at national curriculum have been *Subverted somewhat by an
underlying Australian comMitment to the rights of the States. Nevertheless, there have been increasing
measures to ensure quality of learning experiences and especially outcomes. Accountability is seen to be more
important than autonomy, arid where there has been a devolution of responsibility to the local level. this has
been more in the area of management of funds and personnel than of curriculum. However, recent policy
documents and systemic initiatives stress notions of partnership and participation.

PLACE
The major role for teachers is in program development at the school and classroom level and not so much in
syllabiis development A lot depends on the Prineipal, and the Deputy Principal, along with Heads of
Departments in the case of secondary.

Students at both level's comment that they do have choice within classes, although a lot depends on the teacher.

Parents believe they 'hear teachers saying "This is whafwe are going to do.".They do, however,, identify a
number of areas "at the edges of the core curriculum" Where they can have an MOM.

At the secondary level, parents see their involvement nmch More in an advisoryi.supportive role where mest.of
the contact is with their own children.

It is obvious that the various stakeholders see a place for theMselves in curriculum leadership, but again, as la
Hong Kong,:. so .muCh depends on understanding the uniqUe characteristics and dynamics .of the particular

. school. The''Sense of community which is alluded tail; bOthpropositionS relating to place Seems to require a
deeper undeistanding and a greater elaboration in practice at these schools. The power held by teachers, at
least in the perceptions of students and parents would be an area of fascinating investigatiOn .and action.
There iS obViouSly much work to be done in the area of the second proposition Where parents and studentS feel
more accepted and included

READINESS
Teachers in the relatively small primary school find time a crucial factor affecting their readiness to, engage in
curriculum leadership Ofteu, they participate not so much because they 'want to or feel that they Can. Rather,
they participate becanse they felt an obligation to colleagues who were also hard-pressed for time.

Meanwhile, teachers in the secondaryschool felt they were undertaking a very active role about which-they felt
considerable 'confidence.. They iiieriIieen to bc involved even more. and would like to have an input .to
syllabus-determining bodies outside the school.

Students at both schools wanted to have a greater involvement but they were not sure how much the school and
teachers would support them in this desire. Secondary students made construttive spggestions about greater
involvement in relevant meetings and committees at the school.

-Parents make comments about wanting more communication about what is taught and mote involvement as
partners in offering actrvitres tbaC:tapped into their expertise. One parent expresSed bitterness about an
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experience where there did not appear to be much appreciation from teachers about the effort expended.

One parent commented: "I would like to have a consultative role in both curriculum and implementation by the
individual teachers ... and I feel confident to do so." Another parent said: "I would have no confidence to
undertake such a role." This parent thought that it was not possible for the curriculum to be parent-driven.

"I would like to find out more about what my children learn at school and would like the opportunity for any
interested parent to be involved in school meetings on the currictdum of specific subject areas. I would like
more input into methods also, but I would fear treading on teachers' toes. I would feel confident in being
involved in decision-making about what and how my children learn at school if I had plenty of information at
hand.."

There is some degree of confidence expressed .in:.stakeholders comments about. readiness to enzage
curriculum leadership at both schools. ProfesSional:developnient far teachers needs.to. be extended in terms
of school Community development:for all stakehOlders if there is.:to be any authentic Participation and any
sharing of poWer -Again boundaries need to he determined so thatall stakeholders knOw What their potential
far contribution:is. It was atteresting to note that.at one schooUteachers identified themselves:as curriculum
modifiers, adapters and 'researchers: This augurs-well fbr taking the proposition about reflection and
defensible position seriously.

POTENTIAL
Teachers ..identify themselves .as, curriculum modifiers. adapters and researchers. :They see their role in
curriculurn.: leadership poSitively, although they are realistic about constraints lelating to tiine and the
increasing complekity of their Work. They arc looking for further.opportunities and anrce that al present these
arc limited

Students at both schools want more input in the area of choice and determination of what they learn and how.

Parents see a greater role for themselves though the teachers say "this can be tricky". The rejoinder to this by'
parents is that they feel the message coming from teachers is: -keep your nose., out of it.7. One parent
commented. "The whole area of teaching/educating our children isvery much a protected area. closely euarded.
by the educators. Interest and inquiries about curriculum or thc child's.acadernic progress arc welcome, but
such inquiries arc very much controlled by thc respective.teachcr.7:::

Another parent said: "... I feel opportunities for parent decision-maicingin these areas will remain very limited
unless. this becomes government policy."

One parent said that there was a structure for having an input and offering support, while another stated: There
is not an apparent framework for parents to be involved in structuring-the curriculme

. .

The diversity of opinion evident in the parents' comments highlights the complexity of a school context as well
as the associated needto map that context as a means of understanding:it.it cautionsagainst the application
of "pat" recipes Jim: CkfiCm and cthange. It emphasises the need for projesSional develoPMent to be "climates
for fostering '11:. sense of ethPowerment in all stakehblders". FUrther, it indicates that we. Should address the
needs ofstakeholderSwhO perceive- themselves to.be marginalised and that the "in". stakeholders think about
ways of sharing power and implementing strategies that are empathic and inclusive,
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A UNITED KINGDOM WINDOW
This window is based ctn a brief reviewnf. some of the .documentation relating to the National Curriculum and
the impact it is having in schools; interactionswith a.mail selection of parents, pupils and students. in their
homes and: arange .of schools personnel in a variety of schools .in southern, eastern and central England (8.in
all); and a- nUmber of higher educational personnel in sonieuniversities....::::

A VERY GENERAL OVERVIEW
The National CurticultiM which ,was introduced in 1988 1,vas seen to havc .. a.1,:vry centralising effect on:
curricUlum control and llie perception by:most teachers and hicher education personnel was that it eroded the
professional autonomy of teachers:: .The National Curriculum Was toned down:in the first half of thc 90's;.but
there appears to be a lingering:feeling among teachers that the control is stilt very centralised, and even mere.
so with morc recent emphases on performance and quality. Research studies being conducted under the:
auspices of the Economic and Social Ref-arch Council have been asking questions about the effects of the.
National Curriculum on taiching and learning in schools, what thc relationship between schools and parents':

-has been; and what can we learn from pupilsand tcachersabouthow...sto improve what goes on in schools_

In 1997, a White Paper, Excellence in Schools appearedshortly after New Labor came to power. There are:
siinificant sections in this document:and in accompanYing documents about giving voice to teachers and:
pare*. Sadly, there is nothing mentioned about pupils. Recent announcemetus have declared that some

....sehoOls will, be declared as action zones as a meansof showing:ways of putting thc goals (set for 2002) into
prauice now...:..9yerridlng all of this is a clear indication On:the Part Of the Government that it will not tolerate
poor performance. For the Government, so theWhite Paper declares, education is at the heart ofgovernment.

In terms of PLACE, it appears that all of this leaves teachers still feeling marginalised and devalued (especially::
'in the light of current salary negotiations). Parents. and pupils are not sure about their place, but at present, it.:..... .

appears to be one of being kept at "arm's length general trend seems to lie:for teachers to ask parents
and Pupils what they think, hut,not to involve themmeaningfully in:actual decision4naking proteSseS,

The propositions concerning READINESS would certainly-find support inthe rhetoric of the White Paper, and
in the findings of those research studies under the auspices of the EconOMic aakSocial Research...Council.
There seems however.. almost an apologetic stance taken by stake.holderSihat theYiMow their PlaCe:and that
this place is net neeeisarily one in which they have.:authentiejuclission in curriculum leaderShip practice.
Teachers. it seems, back away frorn more involventeat 'On the haiii Of an alreadY Onerous workload; parents
arc happy to defer to teachers and to be cast.:inasupportive rote,rather than in:a tole where.they enjoy parity of
estcein: while pupils hme. learned that What *Coats in the linatinalysis are-their exaMieStiltS4iliehOols, of
course arc geared towards marketing themselves on the basis of league tables; and they to do
well in OFSTED inspections.

In spite of the patternsthat are briefly described above, there is POTENTIAL for growth and the4dat.ofAction
Zones is one of theSe;:iiiiiAnother is the work that isheing done in Higher Education institutionki:*erY Often in
partnership with schoO1S in their respective areas;;An article in a recent,Times Educational Supplement (20
February, 1998) reported a CaSe where Parents theinselves were leading theietion to fight against a school
closure. The schools visited have obvious examples where local actions are being taken which involve all
:stakeholders. The background layers of thc gloomier broader picturc may not be so gloomy after all, and the
coneept of curriculum leadership may be one upon which all stakeholders together may build a culture of
advoCacy to politicise the rhetoric of policy; to point out what will work and will not work in practice; and to
identify the resources and support necessary for an implementation that has a rail chance of making a
difference.

WHAT ARE PARENTS AND STUDENTS SAYING ABOUT:

THEIR PLACE IN CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP
Parents.. '
Very little comes back to us as parents The schools expect us to stipport.ourchildren's learning with supervision and
support of homework and there is a structine fOr this,: This, though iS not us affecting the curriculum; rather ifs us
supplementing the curriculum. At a broader school level. there is vary little involvement of parents in a meaningful
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and authentic way. (Form VI Parent )

Since the National Curriculum there has not been much room for paiu tal input .because people art trying to cram so
much in. (Parents of children in both Primary and Secondary lcvels)

Parental input gets less and less as kidS get older. They need our consent. but that does not necessarily Mean any
consultation. There are effects in tennS of welfare issues, but the question remains about how much realeffmt there... .

is in terms of curriculum. Parent Governors probably do, but parents generally dci not: It depends very much on the .

school xvhether or not school-based curriculum decision-. making involving all stakeholders is ,ialued. (Parents of
children in lower secondary and Form VI levels)

Our children attend a small school and while the .Nauonal Curriculum dictates the majority of what is tatightin the.

school, we belieNe .. the small size ,. of the schOol..Contributes to a closer relationship withleachers. We have no:
particular input to the subject matter or hoW it iitaught, but we have a support, role in superviSing children with:
special needs. etc. (Parents Of Children at a Village Primary SchoOlY

Whatever changes.there have been, vie have. reacted to. We h&c not been proactive. Parent involvement sounds ery
democratic, but it can be verv risk-N. Parents, however. should 'not be distanced from schools . but encouraged to have-.
'a relationship with schools . characterized by support from aiid consultation with. In my view. h is not about giving. .

power to parents. Parent repreSentatiOn sometimes on Governing Bodies can be that of an unrepresentative clique
(Parent of a lower Sixth strident)

Students-

Students in Farm VI mainly, saw their:roleurhaving.the opportunity to make choices about subjects to be studied,.
.apprOaches to be lellowed and specific topics chosen for Study within subjects. Involvement in Year and School;
Councils 1,tis seen to be more concerned with social and welfare issues rather than with curriculum issues. One
student noted that in a humanities subject. the students could send a representative to staff meetings. although this was
being stronaly resisted by other subject areas. At another College, a.small.Feup of stodents. expressed appreciation
for- the way teachers treated them like adults and they noted thatAhebenefits aecruing io them included.broad
knOwledge independent learning .captibilities and deNelopment in interpersonal relationships. A. similar yieW.; -Came
from. a Lower Form VI student at..another Secondary College Where the students ranged in age fronii:iltp..ii:1.8. A

..GCSE saident. looking back over his five years at a villace College...,..could see how his teachers gad .iii6iided a
structUre for him to have input to what and how he learned_ His younger Sister, just starting at the College, noted that.
this was her experience even in Year 7. A small aroup of GCSE students in another College thought that they had
..,ety little involvement and basically they did as they were told (although this was qualified in terms of ple choice
--tliey bad in Years 10 and 1 Land whether the teachers "tauaht" or "lectured". A small group of students ai another

College..Wanted to see. more gudent involvement at the level of cotmltation and negotiation. They believed it
was going to act better as the. new Principal seemed very keen on that-Sertef thing. Children in primary school felt
that they did not have much input into the curriculum. One boy in Year 5 said that he liked his =cher very much
and that he treated you like a grown-up. Children in another family made.the..same.comment, about.this. particular:
teacher.

:Parents: and students see that their place in curriculum leadership ts limited at the edge of the real decision-making
771evsee their .role hmited toa subject-oriented 14CW. qrcan-lou- lum and they do not stress an active role in a process-
oriented viewOfcurriculum. IP/ere-1*ex do see possibilities for an involvement, theysee that involwment to be Ivry. .

. much a sup*irting if nOt ,sUbservient one.. They see:that the approaches taken hy school personnel in key roles are:
significant in including them (See .the firstproposition)..11t was intere..sting to note that the National Curriculum had,-,
to some extent, given Parents and students a language, tos..sdiscuss Curnculum matters...*Ilow.ever, the language
associated with the rhetoric of the 1997 tilrite; Paper which- talks about the voices of teachers and parents appeared

less well blown. It is worth noting that there.# a diversity ofopinionamonghotkparents and students:concerning
their place in curriculum leadership. 1tseems appropriate, therefire; to use the.curricrilion leaderslityi factors. and
the propositions to map the cnrriculurn environment of a teachinggearning site as a hasiS for- understanding and
hetter-informed action.
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THEIR READINESS TO ENGAGE i. CURRICULUNI LEADERSHIP
Parents would like more communication and discussion, although as long as the results are all right, ve don't really
mind. I concede that teachers' workloads are very heavy and it might not be possible for a lot of discussion to take
place. (Parent of a Form VI student)

As Parent Governor, I really appreciated the way the Deputy Head and I went to a training day together to help in
getting a Parents' Committee established. (Parent Governor in a small Ai nage Primary- School)

I don't want to become too involved because I am not trained.: Ineed development. otherwise I am apprehensive and I
feel out on a limb, (A comment made in relation to this parents imolvement in helping with a reading program.)
(Parent of children in primary and secondary levels)

Clear channels of communication are very important when you consider the inputs of teachers pupils and parents into
curriculum (which works like a triangle). (Parents of children in lower secondary and Form VI levels)

The PTA iS largely related to hind-raising, although this was changing with the development of the PTA more as a
liaison group with the Head Teacher about more central issues. (Parents of children at a. Village Primary School) (In
another school, 'the PTA had been renamed the Parent Liaison Group as a means of 'getting away from the
stereotypical fand-raising image: In .another School, the "liwestors in People7: program' has tbcused %.erY Strongly on
developing all stakeholders in the school cominunity for taking a more active and. authentic role in school-based
curriculum decision-makingkurrieuhim leadership)

Students
Students are able to participate forcefully and effecdvely in negotiating, but at the feedback level, there iS little
opportunity to have a say Feedback opportunities do occur informally in some subjects. (Form VI)

I would like to have more opportunity to have even more choice, arid:a.greater:say in how things were being um t
(Lower Sbah)

Two girls at the.primary level noted that they learned more when the teacher.:was nice and/or was enthusiastic about
what he/she was teaching them. (Village Primary School)

There should be. more, opportunity. for consultation and.negotiation andthere should bemore communication both in
terms ler providing information and being; heard. (These lower secondary students theught that this Could happen
within . classes and,duough .the: Year Council They rioted that there Was some student apathy, and they felt
students needed support and training in terms of having more say.)

A lower Sixth student observed that he thought that the school could recogni7P that Students do appreciate having
more of a say, as students arc ready to contribute.

A small groupof GCSE students commentedthat they knew about the National Curriculumbecanse teachers were
always saying that it deter-Mined What theY had to learn but that thq did not get taught Mitch 'about. it. These
students felt that theNationalCurnculum.expe. ctod too much in terms of what had tobe covered, :and their conclusion
was that Trwe needmore dine to do lessbetien,That does not mean that we want an: easy ride." 'One Forin VI student
used the term -coverage-crnshed" to describe the CurriculuM.

Parents, especially, noted that development and.. training were iinportant if they were to have a more meaningfid role
in curriculum Both parents ancLstridents noted that commitnication was Ivry.. important, as pre the processes
associated with consultation curd negotiation- ..The *le of this cornmunication needs to be in such a form that makes
sense for parents and students, it was holed by one group Of 'students. The place which theyoccupy in relation to
teachers is an area ofuncertainty: and it wouldappear that schools have to. clanfi., the complementary roles of all
stakeholdem Associated with this, of course," is a shared. understanding of what the school is about in terms of
teaching and learning. All three propositions concerning readiness are seeming4, appropriate as a basis for further
investigating the area of readiness and developing ways ofenhancing itfor parents and students.
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THEIR PO 1 t.NTIAL TO ENGAGE LN CURRICULUM. LEADERSHIP
Parents
Parents do have a chance to contribute to OFSTED inspections, although only a handful of parents go (and some ofthese only go because they have an axe to mind). (Form VI. Parent)

We see less potential for involvement as the children get older, but In. are not really sure about this, as we. have not
discussed this with parents of older children. (Parents of children in a Village Primary School)

S tudents

I see a very ridd syllabus imposed from without and the ciuriculum focus is very coverage rushed. Teachers arc
probably undervalued. We liave a N'ery good Deputy Head who is open and consistent and yen; positive about the roleof Student and Year Councils (Form VI student)

I have become more competent in understanding why the teachers aiegiving the students choice and it gives you asense of taking more responsibility for your own learning. I would like a greater emphasis to be placed on feedback inorder to understand rather than just to keep on trying to cover everything. (GCSE student)

A lower sixth student noted that his school had good ways of comnumicating with parents. He thought had good
ways Of-making appmpriate contacts, and he had no sense of being bypassed at any time.

WelVa.m a curriculum which is relevant for us and which allOWS.time for understan
GCSE students) and appliimtion. (A group of

Very little was said about potential, and the rigidity of the externally-imposedsyllabus.was Seen to work agamsz any.appreciable. increase in parental and student participation A sharing offrustrations among teachers, parents.andstudents might be a uSefid beginning to shared understana7ngs and collaborarnv actions about .pressurrs on the
school Curriculum from without, and p ocesses 0.5 sociautd with making;local curriculum decisionsi(andfifeding backto th e. polky leve4 A.n .emPathic umkrstanditig ofthe distinctive roleSof teachers, parents and students may create
an envirOnment with the potential _.fiir authentic inclusion of all stakeholders based on parity of esteem rather than
.upon a quaniitatn'e eqUality of input.

WHAT ARE TEACHING/MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL IN ::-SCHOOLS:ISAYING ABOUT THEIR
PLACE. READINESS AN!), POTENTIAL TO ENGAGE LN CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP

. There..yvas little opportunity in the various schbols visited to speak directly with teacherS..: Documentation that was
available within schools, or oral reports given by Head Teachets indieated that teachers arc varionsly involved:in a
wide rangOof activities that contribute to the schools' curriculum policy:mid practice at the widersehool as welt:as the
moreSpecific year and/or subject levels. One Head Teacher who began our COIIVerSallarl bYfocusing on the preSsures
and constraints of the National Curriculum, surprised herself as wen:wed around the school, chatting with children
and teachers at the creativity of the many initiativa that were being generated and sustained at the School-based leyel. .

ead Teachers were invariably highly Supportive of their staff and Spoke of theni as hard-working, loyal, eoMinined
:and foeused on quality =chintz and learning Look at. the following oaracts taken from summaries of conversations
at the 'various schools.

Concerning PLACE
Teachers afone school: had this to say:
Teachers saw thnt the National Curriculum and GCSE syllabi provide presenpoon mid are therefore veryconstraining
as to how much input they can have to the curriculum. In factassociated with such prescription has been the media
coverage of teachers which ha.S almost made teachers lose their confidence.:, ThiS is couple with the pace and the
amount of *change that has occurred makes teachers feel that so much of:What:they think is good practice has been
challenged and overturned. "We arc confiised and demoralizecr. (Secondary)

A teacher in another school felt that teachers did not have a strong voice collectively and that policy pronouncements
often made them look cilly: Ws as if "we haven't been doing these things anyway!" (Primary)

Another school was describedas very open with the Head encouraeing a lot of human contact while people in small
schools noted that very often the size contributed to people workdng together and becomine very involved in a wide
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range of discussions and decisions. (Secondary)

In terms of READINESS, schools readily agreed that provisions for professional development were very good and
that staff (in some schools all stall) were encouraged to participate in activities and to share their experiences and
outcomes with others. Some schools ma& mention of the "Investors in People" program which helped to focus their
commitment to this part of school life. One teacher in a large school noted that very often the expertise for
professional development was. resident within the school and that staff did not have to leave the school every time
professional development was needed. Professional development was invariably linked with the School Development
Plan and some schools placed a great emphasis on staff induction programs for all new staff There was leCS mention
nmde about development opportunities for parents and students, andl:concern was expressed about what iVaS really
meant by partnership of 'parents and students in the educational process.. Schools seemed generally concerned that
partnerships should be authentic and not just a token lip service. Seine schools were actively looking for ways to
commuMeate more effectively and inchisively with parents and.ttudents,. and examples of committees and working
goups which go beyond the usual image of the PTA are evident:-

Concerning POTENTIAL, schools seem caught between wanting tO beentaged in eduCancinally worthwhile aetivities
on the one hand and ensuring that their "position in the educanOnal Market place (determined largely by examination
results and OFS1E1) inspections) is not jeopardize& What:COmes thningli strongly iS school, personnel's continuing
commitmenti to quality tecichintand learning:444 the total Welfare:of th*:pupdS and students One Deputy Hea& for
example., noted that While things will change More,. there iS..aii.aircif.Confidence and:competence that the school can

. .

rise to these oogding challeng

The following: reflections :made afterlisiting: one se L:capnhre*:themoodwluc hto a greater. or lesser:degree .
pertained in the larger number of school visited..

,....._
In terms ofplace, a fairly bleak picture is presented ofthe.:;.brocider...context within:Which the sChool has to Operate.
On clo.ser examination:: however, the range of examples talkedabott.t.:.andar .ygriljiiihen walking around theiChool

..:. ..
and talking With Children and teachers) WaS:iinpressive:17Us: d6e.S.....hOt. deity the hthviness Which teachersfiel in.

. .terms ofthe inlpi,Sed rigidityof theiVatiorial :Curriculum; hitt.itdOes....illititratethat where a School commurritY ha's the
orgcmi:ational arrangements; the .social.idynantics and al.::...Shared view:Of curriculwn: that are facilitative of..Olued
involVement OfallStakwholders. the negatiVe personal faetiiiifelt.:byteOthers:::iii:suekil CritshingPolicy environMent
can; to some extent,:be.mitigated

:

in terms of readinesS; the AO! point Wai development ofaIl StakeholderS in order.to establiSh a sense of aitihentic
partnership The overall schoOl leadership 41e:seemed. ta.Contrthuteto..such:det,eloPinentalprocesses - a Style that
:1,alues and maintains yery Open channels oftommunication,:.consultation andnegotiation.:-

in terms of potential,.::' the:Mare thii: Head:Teacher:talke4:the mOre:She realLted:that thiS:SchOol holds:.exeiting
. .. . ..:. : .. ..... .

promise for the...failure aS she: cansifilidateS:the,sPadeworka fher.eariperiadas.:the.:$ChOol,4:::.Head She speSfresh
..... ......

challenges in :,SPite Ofgrowing e-terrial.' pressures.' to..ensure..thii.'11Vel.V debate:::iS:'inaintainedWithin tlie,chool

community via.-brigbingleedback- gOad'ethiununicatiOn''ta: all::Stakehakkrs::::empOWerMeni. of all stakehaiders to .

participate meaningfiilly, and a sense. that-the .SchoOf'S'..ethOs (.;id-... :i..Iiiiit.&)titiriti; tO.::eVolve to. Meet cliOnging. ... ..
needs, She belieq,es iaher teachers; her parents and herpupils.. ..

. -

The propositions- cylpear:to have relevance jbr the current situatian- in schook. although on first reacling school
. .

pemonnet feel that this sort of reseterh is not as relevant to the current situation as it might have been, say 15 years
ago. On closer examination, school personnel tended to agree that there was value in pursuing an investigation of
the propositions in much greater depth at specific sites.

A USA WINDOW
To be provided at the conference session
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A FINAL WORD ... FOR THE TIME BEING
Curriculum as it is experienced by significant stakeholders and as it produces learning outcomes as a
basis for ongoing learning in the lives of those involved is not understood alone by a reading of the
cultural- and policy-driven artefacts such as curriculum legislation, curriculum frameworks, syllabi,
work programs and the like. Rather, the lifeworld perspectives of significant stakeholders (briefly
represented in the four windows) demonstrate the potential to provide us with narrative and
conversational insights to the real world of curriculum decision-making in schools and classrooms.
These windows provide generative insights and understandings about the ways in which significant
stakeholders might be meaningfully supported in having voice and authentic inclusion in curriculum
leadership action. For example, teachers with their professional expertise; students with their
knowledge of youth culture and its intersection with their perceptions of the present and future
world; and parents who have a desire to be partners in the education of their children together bring
rich insights to the world of curriculum. But the question is how ready are these stakeholders to give
voice to these insights and to be authentically included in curriculum decision-making and
curriculum leadership action?

The theorised position which frames, and the research approach which was used in this exploratory
research investigation combine to form a way of mapping and understanding the curriculum
leadership landscape (Clandinin, 1997) and of finding/providing appropriate and distinctive means of
supporting and sustaining significant stakeholders in curriculum leadership action within the unique
nuances of each cultural context and each teaching/learning site.

As the research investigation continues, implications for ongoing work as a praxis of research,
development and action in the area of curriculum leadership will be identified as a basis for
continuing the conversation. It is anticipated that the continuing conversation will seek to enhance
and advance the emerging living educational theory about creating space for the voices of significant
stakeholders in curriculum leadership. The propositions and your comments about them in this
conference session are simply the beginning of this continuing conversation.
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